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Instruction: Answer all the questions.

1. Comment on the following statements with justification/proof: •
(a) The consequence of including an irrelevant variable IS more severe as compared to

omitting a relevant variable from a regression model.

(b) Application of the Koyck transformation procedure in a distributed lag model does not
make much sense if some of the lag coefficients are positive and the rests are negative.

(c) One should always prefer the generalized difference method vis-a-vis the first difference
method to resolve the problem of autocorrelation.

(d) Granger causality is necessary as well as sufficient to establish exogeneity.

2. Answer the following questions: 3x5=15

(a) Assume that the estimates of the coefficients and their standard errors for the regression

model In( ;, ) = a, +a, In(X,) +a, In(2,) + u, are known. From these estimates, how

can one find out the estimates of the coefficients and their standard errors for the
regression model In(1';) = /30 + /31In(X;) + /32 In(Z;) + V; ?
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(b) For regression the model 1';=a + /31XII + /32X 21 + U, , prove. that var(/3I) =" 2 2
L...,; Xli (1 - r12)

where r n stands for the pair-wise correlation coefficient between XI and X2.
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(c) Examine if the conventionally computed 52 = ~ IS an unbiased estimator of

n-2
variance of the random disturbance term for the regression model 1'; = a + /3X; + u;

with E(U;2) = (j;2 •

(d) Outline the steps that you would follow to estimate the regression model

1';= a + /3X; + U; with u, = PIU,_I + P2U,_2 + V,.

(e) Express the regression model 1';' = aXf-IZ{_leU, in terms of observable quantities. Can the

transformed model be estimated by applying the OLS method of estimation?



3. Answer the following questions:

(a) Consider the following three models:
~ = al + a2X2; + a3X3; + u,
~ = f31 + f32X2; + v;

~ = YI + Y3X3; + OJ; •

If the correlation coefficient between X2 and X3 is zero and the equations are estimated
separately, find out the relationship amongst the R2 of the three models.

(b) Find out the sample size for the following regression results on consumption function:

Variable Coefficient Standard Error
Intercept 16889.0 1983.394
Income -2978.5 629.970
Rl 0.6149

(c) For the model Y, = a + f3X, + u, with u, = PU,_I + v" derive the expression for var(v,) .

(d) Consider the regression equation .r: = f31 + f32D; + f33X; + /34 (D; * X;) + u" where Yi is
the level of income of a person and Xi is the years of work experience. How will the
interpretation of the coefficients differ depending on (i) OJ = 0 for male and OJ = 1 for
female, and (ii) OJ = I for male and OJ = 0 for female

(e) How is the short run multiplier different from the long-run multiplier or the intermediate
multipliers in a distributed lag model?

(f) In the regression model .r: = a + f3X; + U; , if the scales of Y and X are changed by W J and
W2 respectively, how will the F Statistic of the new model be affected?

4. Explain why equality of variances of the random disturbance terms in different sub-
groups/sub-periods is necessary for carrying out the Chow Test. What will you do if this
condition is not satisfied?
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5. Why is the problem of autocorrelation likely to be more acute for time-series data? Can

one apply Durbin's d test for autocorrelation if the regression model is autoregressive or
passes through the origin? Justify your answer

4
6. Explain how logarithmic transformation of variables can help in resolving the problem of

heteroscedasticity? Should one necessarily prefer such transformation vis-a-vis the
method of weighted least squares (WLS) in resolving the problem of heteroscedasticity?

4
7. Suppose a student is interested to identify the factors influencing variations in

consumption expenditure across households. Specify the regression model that can be
estimated for this purpose. How can one estimate this model?
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